Husky Hunt Committee Info Sheet 2016

If you have any questions and/or comments please e-mail Jessica at rsahuskyhunt@gmail.com

FAQs:

What is Husky Hunt?
Husky Hunt is RSA’s annual 24 hour scavenger hunt! 50 teams of 12 people each participate from 7pm to 7pm! The amount of teams is narrowed down through a tough quiz. The 24 hours include many different aspects including participating in challenges, solving clues, and finding items. To celebrate the hunt and announce the winners, there is a boat cruise in early December.

What will I have to do as a committee member?
Depending on your role on committee, you will be helping organize and work to plan Husky Hunt and the quiz. We will start meeting around once a week during summer two and throughout the fall semester. There will be some work outside of committee meetings, but we will get to do it as a team!

If I am a committee member, can I also participate in the hunt?
Due to the secrecy of the committee, members are unable to participate in the hunt because that would give them a very unfair advantage. Being on the committee is just as fun as participating because you will get to bond with all your fellow committee members and the day-of volunteers!

How do I apply to be on the committee?
Applications can be found at rsa.neu.edu and in the GC e-mail. To submit your application you may drop it off in the RSA Office (128 Stetson West) or e-mail it to Jessica at rsahuskyhunt@gmail.com. The Fall priority deadline is September 28th. Although applications will be accepted after that date, anyone hoping to hold their desired leadership position should submit their application by that deadline.

I heard committee started meeting summer two, are you sure I can join now?
Of course! There is still so much work to do and the more people on committee the better! We will make sure to catch you up! This is a great way to get more involved with RSA and meet other members!

Will there be SWAG?
Yes! Every year we get a committee only apparel item and volunteer shirts to wear the day-of!
Position Information

This year’s committee will be split into two branches: The Creative Team and The Logistics Team. All committee members will be a member of one of the teams and have a specific title. Below is more information on each position. It is possible that some positions will be held by more than one person. This information has been edited to reflect the positions available for Fall applicants.

Creative Team

Challenges Chair: Throughout the hunt there will be many challenges, big and small, that teams will compete in. These can include activities on-campus and around Boston as well as photo/videos. Traditionally there is also a large-scale Final Challenge towards the end of the hunt where teams must complete the first part of the challenge to move onto the next level and so on. This team member will help coordinate which challenges will happen throughout the 24 hours. This team member will work closely with members of the logistics team to ensure that they have the supplies, spaces, and volunteers needed.

Quiz Chair: This team member will be in charge of coordinating the quiz used to narrow down the amount of teams that can participate in the hunt. Traditionally the quiz is done online and is very challenging. If this team member is unable to program the quiz, they will be in charge of finding and working with someone who is able to. Ideally this team member will be available on the date of the quiz (10/28-10/29) to help trouble shoot issues that may arise and answer questions from teams. This team member will work closely with the Points/Scoring Chair to grade the quiz in a timely manner.

Found Items Chair: This team member will be in charge of coordinating the lists of items and crafts related to this year’s Husky Hunt theme that teams will turn in for points. This team member will work with the Logistics Team Lead to return all items and crafts to teams after the hunt and after grading.

General Creative Team Member: This team member will assist the creative team on general tasks. For example helping the Clues Chair find locations or thinking of questions for the quiz.

Logistics Team

Points/Scoring Chair: This team member will be in charge of coordinating all grading for the hunt and quiz. This team member will work closely with the Challenges Chair, Crawls Chair, Found Items Chair, Clues Chair, and Quiz Chair.

General Logistics Team Member: This team member will assist the logistics team on general tasks. For example brainstorming prizes, grading, and reaching out to sponsors.